
 

 The Works
Here you’ll find a collection of the things I’ve been 
making over the years broken up into 3 groups; 
Web Design, Identity, and Print.



01 Web Design
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Clean and simple design for an outsourcing provider. The design had to feature blog posts on the front page as well as allowing easy 

access to all the services. The site was constructed using XHTML/CSS/PHP and is being based on the Wordpress platform to power 

the blog, and also to work as a mini CMS for the other pages.

Xentum
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Talentflux allows a user to sign up and create an online portfolio. I designed several screens for this project, including the front-end UI, 

back-end UI and a portfolio theme for subscribers to use. These where then coded in XHTML/CSS to be passed onto a programmer to 

implement them into Rails.

Talentflux
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A stylish and elegant design was needed for Robert Henry, a concert pianist from the USA. The site was constructed in Wordpress 

so that Robert can keep his fans up to date with blog posts. It also featured an updatable calendar, an MP3 Player, and newsletter 

subscription.

Robert Henry
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An internet marketing company from Canada. The site needed to be clean and bright, and showcase all the services on the front page. 

The site would then be implemented into Wordpress to handle the blog and to work as a simple CMS.

Invelio
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A proposed re-design concept for TV2’s gossip site. All of the layout was re-worked to increase the usability of the page as well as 

applying a new style of branding to the site.

TV2 VIP
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A web design and branding company. All the services needed to be showcased on the front page, but was designed not to overload the 

user with information. The site has been featured on many inspirational design websites, and still gets lots of recognition all over the net.

Ploc Media
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A property search portal, launched by the UK’s largest estate agency services group. This is a shot of one of the earlier stages of 

design before any development was undertaken.

Propertywide
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A UK based travel company. The site was designed so that a user can book a trip on any type of vehicle, a jet plane, luxury train or 

even a powerboat.

Travelshop Directory
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Here is just a peek at some of the other designs I’ve done over the years.

...And more



02 Identity
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New identity for an internet marketing company. Clean and bright, with the ‘o’ representing a speech bubble.

Invelio
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A logo for my freelancing side, Chopeh. The logo is based around my hand writing and CMYK offset, which is usually seen as a printing 

mistake.

Chopeh
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Cards and a logo design for a travel services provider.

Travelshop Directory
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A custom logotype for a new blog about Danish lifestyle. The logo had to reflect the simplicity and functionalism of Danish design.

DANZK
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A funky and modern logo for Ploc Media, a web design and branding company.

Ploc Media
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The identity got extended onto some high quality business cards.

Ploc Media
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A new identity for a Dutch home-automation company, that provides a full circle of home automation products from installation to support

360 Automated
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A simple logo for Robert Henry, a US based concert pianist. The logo incorporates Robert’s signature with some simple typography to 

give an elegant look.

Robert Henry
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A simple logo design with a custom typeface for the launch of a new property finding website.

Propertywide
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Custom logotype for Vibucks, a new web startup company from The Netherlands. The logotype is simple, but is placed on colourful 

backgrounds, often using unusual colour blends.

Vibucks



03 Print
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Magazine advertisement for Travelshop Directory, a travel company.

Travelshop Directory
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A design mock up for an existing magazine that needed to update its dated look.

Limousine & Chauffeur Magazine
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Magazine advert for a local web design and branding company - Ploc Media. This advert was focused on brand and identity, and went 

out in Limousine & Chauffeur Magazine.

Ploc Media Advert
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A poster designed for Ploc Media. Created using Photoshop and hand drawn techniques.

Ploc Media Propaganda
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Christmas wishes from various companies. Also sent out as digital e-cards.

Various Christmas Marketing
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Advert to introduce a new vehicle at Bubbly Limos. Photo was taken by an amateur photographer on the street and heavily edited by 

myself to look like a studio shot.

Drophead Gorgeous
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Another advert to introduce a new vehicle at Bubbly Limos. Photo was taken by myself of the vehicle on the street, and then heavily 

edited to look more like a studio shot.

It’s back...
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CD artwork for a local rock band, Twenty:Four Hour Affair. A new identity was created for them for the release of their first E.P.

Twenty:Four Hour Affair
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A closer view of the artwork for Twenty:Four Hour Affair. The artwork was created from stock photography and heavily manipulated and 

composed in Photoshop.

Twenty:Four Hour Affair
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A campaign leaflet aimed at small businesses in Ploc Media’s local town High Wycombe. The town is in the process of a massive re-

development with lots of big branded companies coming to the area. The leaflet expressed that you didn’t have to have a huge budget 

to get good quality design work from Ploc Media.

Ploc Media Leaflet Campaign
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An magazine advert version of the campaign leaflet, not just focusing on High Wycombe.

Ploc Media Campaign



 

 Thanks
Like what you saw? Drop me a message. 
hello@chopeh.com


